
Note: Always take care when using tools with sharp blades. Always wear protective    
clothing when using. Bystanders should stand well clear. Store with protective guard on. 

Thank you for purchasing our Davaon Pro 46cm Chopping Axe. We hope you enjoy using 

it.  

Support—Should you have any queries you can contact us 24/7 by sending a message via 

customercare@davaon.com or via your marketplace account. We aim to answer any questions 
within 2 hours of receiving your message. 

To follow are some general care and user instructions: 
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2) Hold the top of handle with one hand and keep the top 
pressed against the back of guard 

 

3) Slide down the lock with your thumb from your other hand 
or with both thumbs 

 

Note: It may be a little stiff and take a bit of getting used to. 
But this is a secure lock and designed to stay locked when 
not in use. 

Use both thumbs if required 
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Unlocking The Protection Guard 

1) Take off small piece marked ‘X’ using scissors (carefully) 

4) Hold the top of the guard and remove the axe head from it 

 

 

 

 

To Lock 

Repeats steps above in reverse order 



Warranty 

You are covered by our 5 year warranty for any 
manufacturing defects based on normal use and 
care. If required, just contact us and we will be 
happy to  respond  asap and resolve. 
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The head is designed for splitting through wood such as logs up 
to 10-20cm in diameter 

Splitting through your log up 10-20cm  

1) Place your log on suitable surface for support 

2) Aim to split it along the lines if possible but as you can see below, it will split it any-
way. Choose your spot carefully in the middle or towards side of the log (depends on 
size) 

3) Now taking care and easy until you get used to it, step away a little and swing down-
wards on to the log, trying to hit the same spot each time (not essential and not 
easy to do) until it splits 

4) Hit it hard 

5) If it gets stuck, free it carefully and continue 
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You are covered by our 5 year warranty for any 
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care. If required, just contact us and we will be 
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We are fair with our guarantee so please contact us to discuss with any concerns  

3 Year Guarantee against any manufacturing defects - (4 years if your register your product) 

 

Exclusions: 

*Small chips to blade - This is normal for most axe heads, after some use, and requires       
sharpening to remove them 

*Blade becomes less sharp - This will happen and blade requires sharpening using our sharpener 
or other tool sharpener 

*Damage caused by using for something other than intended use, accidental damage or misuse 

 

Guarantee 

 

Cleaning 

1) Clean after use with soft cloth and water 

2) Dry thoroughly 

3) If there is a orange/redish residue left on the blade, this can be removed with a soft 

cloth (microfibre is good) 

 

Sharpening 

All axe blades will become less sharp after some use and possibly chip 

1) Use a suitable axe sharpener to keep your blade sharp for use 

2) Something like our multi tool sharpener or even a wetstone will do the job nicely  

Care 
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Davaon Garden Tools Range 

Why not check out the rest of our Davaon Garden Tools Range on Amazon: 

Just search DAVAON in the Amazon search bar 
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